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What is stopping you from living the life you want to live?

The Story of the Butterfly

A

man found a cocoon of a
butterfly. One day a small
opening appeared. He sat and
watched the butterfly for several
hours as it struggled to squeeze its
body through the tiny hole. Then it
stopped, as if it couldn’t go further.

wings would enlarge and expand
enough to support the body, neither
happened! In fact the butterfly
spent the rest of its life crawling
around. It was never able to fly.

W

o the man decided to help
the butterfly. He took a pair
of scissors and snipped off the
remaining bits of cocoon. The
butterfly emerged easily but it
had a swollen body and shriveled
wings.

hat the man in his kindness
and haste did not understand:
The restricting cocoon and the
struggle required by the butterfly
to get through the opening was
a way of forcing the fluid from
the body into the wings so that it
would be ready for flight once that
was achieved.
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he man continued to watch it,
expecting that any minute the

lives. Going through life with no
obstacles would cripple us. We
will not be as strong as we could
have been and we would never fly.

ometimes
struggles
are
exactly what we need in our

Can you scare a two year old kid by showing a cockroach? - Tapas Dasmohapatra

Y

es, you are right; we cannot
scare a two year old kid by
showing a cockroach. If we do the
same with a four year old kid, he
will be scared for sure. What happened in those two years? Who
made this change in the kid’s
mindset? Definitely the answer
is elders: people who enjoy the
power to influence the child in
their way, with their thoughts, with
their view of the world. To make
the influence easier and stronger we use repetition with force
which is called reinforcement.
Anyway the child is helpless and
dependent, he has no choice in filtering the thoughts reinforced on.

programmed by our parents, soci- kind of books do we read? Beety, teachers etc. Though our emo- cause thoughts create emotions.
tions are natural yet most of the
time our thoughts create our emotions. We put a thought in child’s
mind that cockroach is something
to refrain from. Thus whenever the
child sees a cockroach he would be
afraid. Here the emotion is fear and
thought is ‘cockroach is something
to be scared of’. Similarly we form
beliefs, opinions, superstitions etc.
and gradually they shape our life.

T

he best part in this process is
it can be changed, it can be
reprogrammed. So any change we
want to see in ourselves or other,
let’s ensure that enabling thoughts
hat the child is born with is are being supplied. Let’s check our
a ‘hardware’ called brain, sources of thoughts: what kind of
we program his ‘software’ called friends do we have? What kind of
mind. All our thoughts have been TV program do we watch? What

W
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If you can’t stop thinking about it, don’t stop working for it.

Excerpts from Suresh Semwal Book – WOW in LIFE

W

hen I reached Rishikesh
on 3rd November 2011
to facilitate three days program
for Kamla Dials I found that
my wife had forgotten to keep
cuff links for one of my shirt.
As you know shirt without
cuff links can’t be used. I
really felt annoyed and wanted
to immediately call up my
wife and convey my feelings.

owners & others where I could
find cuff links. I searched for
that shop and finally found it but
he also did not have cuff links.
decided to buy a new shirt and
wanted to move on. I don’t
know why but I told owner of
shop that he had wonderful
goodwill in the market. I told
him that his name was suggested
by six seven shops and
showrooms and congratulated
ut then I calmed myself him
for
this
prestige.
down and decided not to
spoil her mood from 250 km away
e was surprised to see this
as that would not solve the issue.
sudden praise showered on
I decided to buy it in the evening him and he asked me to wait.
after the training program. He got some fancy buttons and
did some “jugaad” cuff links.
o, I reached the main market
of Rishikesh and to my
thanked him for his special
utter surprise no showroom
effort and asked him for
or shop had cuff links. While the price. I was asked to pay
I was visiting all these shops Rs. 5/- for those cuff links.
and showrooms one name of a I was surprised to see such
tailor shop (Anand Tailors on generosity of the shop owner
Lakshman Jhula Road Market) but could not find Rs 5/- as
was referred by most of shop I had only Rs. 500 /- notes.
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e decided to give it for
free. I thanked him again
for his kindness but bought
some buttons, thread and needle
(to gift my wife as reminder of
her mistake for forgetting to
put cuff links) and paid in full.

W

hile returning to my
hotel I realized that I
had experienced the benefit
of “Appreciative Enquiry”.
Everybody wants to be
somebody and loves praise.
Kind words can very often turn
tough situations into easy ones.

I

Joke

B

oss during an Interview feet on the mat near the
door before coming in?

Boss: There are two main rules
for our company to select you.

A

pplicant:

“Yes

Sir”

Applicant: What is it Sir? Boss: Our Second rule is trustworthiness and for your inBoss: Our First rule is Clean- formation there is no mat!!!
liness, did you wipe your
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Be somebody who makes everybody feel like somebody

How One CEO Taught His Employees a Lesson in Integrity

A

B

successful
business the seed I have given you.
y now, others were
man
was
growing
talking
about
their
old and knew it was time
will then judge the plants plants, but Jim didn’t have a
to choose a successor to
that you bring, and the one I plant and he felt like a failure.
take over the business. choose will be the next CEO.” Six months went by — still
nothing in Jim’s pot. He just
nstead of choosing one
ne man, named Jim, knew he had killed his seed.
of his Directors or his
was there that day and Everyone else had trees and
children, he decided to do he, like the others, received tall plants, but he had nothing.
something different. He called a seed. He went home and
all the young executives in excitedly, told his wife the
im didn’t say anything to
his company together. He story. She helped him get
his colleagues, however.
said, “It is time for me to a pot, soil and compost He just kept watering and
step down and choose the and he planted the seed. fertilizing the soil – He so
next CEO. I have decided
wanted the seed to grow.
to choose one of you.”
very day, he would water
it and watch to see if
year finally went by
he young executives were it had grown. After about
and all the young
Shocked, but the boss three weeks, some of the executives of the company
continued. “I am going to give other executives began to brought their plants to
each one of you a SEED today talk about their seeds and the the CEO for inspection.
– one very special SEED… I plants that were beginning to
im told his wife that he wasn’t
want you to plant the seed, grow.Jim kept checking his
going to take an empty pot.
water it, and come back here seed, but nothing ever grew.
one year from today with Three weeks, four weeks, five
what you have grown from weeks went by, still nothing.
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“Keep your face to the sunshine and you cannot see a shadow.”

How One CEO Taught His Employees a Lesson in Integrity

B

ut she asked him to
be honest about what
happened. Jim felt sick to
his stomach, it was going to
be the most embarrassing
moment of his life, but he
knew his wife was right.
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hen Jim got to the
herefore, he is the one
front, the CEO asked
who will be the new
him what had happened to his Chief Executive Officer!”
seed – Jim told him the story.
The CEO asked everyone
If you plant honesty,
to sit down except Jim.
you will reap trust

H
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e looked at Jim, and
If you plant goodness,
e took his empty pot to
then announced to the
you will reap friends
the board room. When
young executives, “Behold
Jim arrived, he was amazed
your next Chief Executive
If you plant humility,
at the variety of plants grown
Officer! His name is Jim!”
you will reap greatness
by the other executives.
Jim couldn’t believe it.
Jim couldn’t even grow his
If you plant perseverance,
hey were beautiful — in
seed. “How could he be the
you will reap contentment
all shapes and sizes. Jim
new CEO?” the others said.
put his empty pot on the floor
hen the CEO said, “One
If you plant consideration,
and many of his colleagues
year ago today, I gave
you will reap perspective
laughed, a few felt sorry for
everyone in this room a
him! When the CEO arrived,
seed. I told you to take the
If you plant hard work,
he surveyed the room and
seed, plant it, water it, and
you will reap success
greeted his young executives.
bring it back to me today.
Jim just tried to hide in
If you plant forgiveness,
the back. “My, what great
ut I gave you all boiled
you will reap reconciliation
plants, trees, and flowers you
seeds; they were dead –
have grown,” said the CEO.
it was not possible for them
If you plant faith in God,
to grow. All of you, except
you will reap a harvest
Today one of you will
be appointed the next
im, have brought me trees
o, be careful what you plant
CEO!” All of a sudden, the
and plants and flowers.
now; it will determine
CEO spotted Jim at the back
When you found that the what you will reap later.
of the room with his empty
seed would not grow, you
pot. He ordered the Financial
substituted another seed
Whatever You Give To
Director to bring him to
for the one I gave you. Jim
Life, Life Gives You Back”
the front. Jim was terrified.
was the only one with the
He thought, “The CEO
courage and honesty to bring
knows I’m a failure! Maybe
me a pot with my seed in it.
he will have me fired!”
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Good, Better, Best. Never let it rest. “Till your good is better and better is best”

Life Lesson!!
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Leave the world a little better than you found it.
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The secret of your future is hidden in your daily routine
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